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The Slavs arrived in this 
territory in the 5th and 6th 
centuries. They played a 
significant role in the 
creation of Great Moravia. 
In the 10th century, after 
the end of Great Moravia, 
the territory became a part 
of the Kingdom of Hungary 
in 1000. After WWI and the 
end of Austria-Hungary, 
Slovakia was part of 
Czechoslovakia, together 
with Czech "brothers". 
Slovakia as an independant 
country is quite young, it 
was established in 1993.

Mostly a hilly territory with its
49,000 km2 it is really a small

country.  
Its population is over 5.4

million people.  













What do you know 
about Slovakia?







Can you
guess what
is written

there?



•The town is situated in the North 
of Slovakia in Žilina region.  
•It‘s 11 kilometers far away from 
Žilina which is the nearest big 
town.  
•Distance from Bratislava 
represents 204 km. 
•Population: 14 836 inhabitants

KYSUCKÉ  
NOVÉ  
MESTO



What´s the name of the
square in the town?



Protected linden tree  is 23m tall and do some Maths to find out its circumference :-).  
They have recently put some benches near the tree, so people can sit there and relax.

There is no hospital, but there is a health centre. Basic shops can be found on Belanského Street - 
the main street going from the park to Liberty Square. There are 3 supermarkets, 3 primary and 
secondary schools. Many kindergardens. One park, lots of hills around.



Have fun with
counting :-)



Do you want to know the altitude of Tábor? Count.  
It‘s surely fine for a walk with your family, because the 
road there isn´t difficult. It‘s built from a wooden 
construction, it‘s got four floors and underneath there are 
a few benches and tables. There‘s a very pretty view on 
the whole town from the top of it.



There are 2 churches in Kysucké Nové Mesto. They have their own names, but people call them as 
the „upper and lower“ churches.  
The upper church is known as St.Jacob‘s Church meanwhile the lower one is St. Mary‘s Church. 
There are 2 parishes in the town. Both churches are catholic. 

INA and ZVL factory + some smaller factories provide 
work for people living in the town and in the region. 
INA and ZVL produce car components.




